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Madame Chair and Distinguished Members:
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before your committee. I am Dr. Marc Bendick,
Jr., an employment economist 1 and a principal researcher on the most comprehensive study of
the experience of women firefighters nationwide. 2 My testimony presents three findings from
research relevant to the issues you are addressing today:
•

First: Substantial numbers of women are available for, interested in, and capable of
performing the firefighting job. Research has determined that, in fire departments where
women are given fair, equal, non-hostile treatment in recruitment, training, and onthejob,
it is reasonable to expect a fire department’s uniformed firefighters and officers to
include about 17% women.

•

Second: When a fire department employs women at a rate much lower than 17% -- in
particular, New York City’s approximately one-half of one percent -- that outcome is
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directly traceable to a departmental culture in which hostility, discrimination, harassment
and exclusion operate and are tolerated, implicitly and explicitly, by departmental
leadership. Research demonstrates that, when validated, job-related physical ability tests
are even-handedly administered to job applicants and trainees, women can meet physical
standards at rates sufficient to achieve 17% representation; when a workplace culture of
non-harassment and respect is persistently maintained, no insurmountable problems are
created by 24 hour co-living in firehouses; and when women are accorded the same
treatment as men, they can perform their duties as safely and effectively, and they will be
retained and promoted at comparable rates.
•

Third, achieving this even handed treatment requires employees at all ranks in fire
departments to eliminate discriminatory practices, change outdated attitudes, drop
inaccurate stereotypes, and curb inappropriate behavior. These major cultural changes
require sustained effort over multiple years, including overcoming sometimes
uncomfortable conflict.

They therefore happen only in departments where the fire

commissioner and other senior leaders are committed to these objectives and receive
sustained oversight and support from their mayor and city council.
The remainder of this testimony amplifies these three points. For additional information,
I have attached an article from Fire Chief magazine summarizing the research study on which
much of this testimony is based. 3
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Still more information is available in D. Hulett, M. Bendick, Jr., S. Thomas & F. Moccio, A
National Report Card on Women in Firefighting, which can be downloaded by googling that
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How Many Women are Available to Become FDNY Firefighters?
In a world in which women are treated equally with men, how many women would be
firefighters and fire officers in FDNY today?

Establishing a precise number, such as one that

would stand up in court, would require a statistical analysis that has not yet been performed.
However, our research provides a credible approximate number: 17% of the Department’s
uniformed staff. For FDNY’s total uniformed force of 10,500, that would be about 1,890
women, not the approximately 100 women (including EMTs) in uniform today. 4
Our research developed this 17% benchmark by computing from the 2000 Census the
proportion of women in the nation-wide labor force of typical firefighter age (20–49) and
educational background (high school graduate but no college degree) employed at least 35 hours
per week in 184 occupations resembling firefighting in requiring strength, stamina, and dexterity,
and/or involving outdoor, dirty or dangerous work.

These “dirty, dangerous, demanding”

comparison occupations include: bus mechanics, drywall installers, enlisted military personnel,
highway maintenance workers, loggers, professional athletes, refuse collectors, roofers, septic
tank servicers, tire builders, and welders. The proportion of women among these workers in the
U.S. labor force nationwide is 17%.
Current employment of women in selected “best practices” fire departments confirms the
reasonableness of this 17% benchmark. Women now approach, equal, or exceed 17% in a
number of jurisdictions. Large departments with the highest proportion of women include
Minneapolis (17%), San Francisco (15%), and Miami-Dade, FL (13%).

Among 114 fire

departments responding to our own survey, one in six reported employing 10% or more women
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Within these totals, women of color typically face the “double disadvantage” of gender
discrimination on top of race/ethnic discrimination. Our research estimated that, nationwide,
women of color are under-represented among firefighters at about double the rate of white
women.
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among their uniformed officers, including two over 17%.

Among the nation’s 291 large

metropolitan areas reported in the 2000 Census, in the “top ten percent” in terms of women
firefighter employment, the average is 14.5%. Simply stated, if these fire departments can do it,
there is no reason FDNY can’t do it

How Do Fire Departments Keep Women Out and Keep Women Down?
So why are many fire departments, including FDNY, not even close to this 17%
benchmark?
Whenever anyone starts pressuring fire departments to employ more women, fire officials
quickly respond with elaborate explanations of the unique nature of firefighting that makes the
virtual absence of women “natural.”

These officials claim that the work is so dirty and

dangerous that women do not want the job; that women are not strong enough to meet the job’s
stringent physical demands; that women do not want to be separated from their families for
overnight firehouse duty; and that women disrupt the smooth teamwork and strong camaraderie
that safe, efficient firefighting requires.
Although such explanations often sound plausible and often go unchallenged, they are in
fact excuses not based on reality. The 17% benchmark already takes account of the nature of the
job, its work hours, and the ability of women to meet the job’s physical demand. To say that
women are not available, interested, or capable of the job is to rely on outdated, inaccurate
stereotypes. It is obviously contradicted by the experience of the multiple fire departments
already at or near 17%.
Furthermore, this litany of firefighting’s “special circumstances” is not unique to
firefighting. The same explanations have been offered for the near-exclusion, past or present, in
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many traditionally male-dominated, blue collar occupations, ranging from the construction trades
to mining, logging, auto maintenance, military combat, policing, rapid transit, and heavy
manufacturing. 5 Research on these occupations consistently confirms that, where women are
chronically under-represented in a workforce, employer exclusionary behavior, not lack of
available women, is the principal cause.
One prominent form of this employer behavior is creation by fire departments of artificial
barriers making it close to impossible for women to succeed. The most common example
involves adopting physical ability standards that are unreasonably high, not related to actual job
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duties, and not scientifically validated. 6 Other policies or practices which often undermine
women firefighters’ ability to succeed include failure to recruit in places where likely women job
seekers are to be found; refusal to purchase uniforms and equipment in sizes and designs that fit
women; and insistence on conducting fire academy training in an unnecessarily abrasive,
degrading, “macho” manner.
A second form of employer behavior that keeps women from succeeding in fire careers is
allowing women’s co-workers and supervisors to behave in hostile, harassing, or unsupportive
ways. Common examples documented in our research include: 7
•

Failure to support women on fire scenes.

Fire scenes are dangerous places, and

firefighters routinely depend on their team-mates to protect and support them. However,
women are often excluded from this protective care and instead placed in unnecessary
danger -- for example, by male firefighters shutting off the water when a woman was at
the nozzle end of a fire hose, tampering with women’s protective gear, or erasing
women’s names from lists used to check that all firefighters are accounted for.
•

Withholding coaching. New firefighters learn many of the skills needed to perform their
job efficiently and safely via informal, on-the-job coaching and mentoring. One of the
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Furthermore, physical ability tests that have been validated as reasonable and job-related can be
administered in ways that are not gender neutral -- for example, offering test-taking tips to men
and not women, limiting women’s access to opportunities to train, and providing encouragement
to men and not women.
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Reports of such problems in major fire departments across the nation can be readily found by
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Raised About Sexism in the Houston Fire Department,” Houston Chronicle March 29, 2010;
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most effective ways to keep women down and drive them out is for their more
experienced fellow workers and immediate supervisors to fail to provide this important
informal training to women while routinely providing it to men.
•

Isolation/silencing. Camaraderie within the firehouse is a very important psychological
reward of firefighting, as well as important to team morale and cooperation. In many
fire houses nation-wide, women are routinely shunned by their male colleagues, never
spoken to, excluded from preparing and sharing communal meals, and otherwise
isolated and rejected.

•

Hostile and harassing “jokes”. Among firefighters, jokes and pranks are enjoyable parts
of living and working together and contribute usefully to team spirit and cooperation.
But with respect to women, these jokes are sometimes used to create the opposite effect
-- to communicate that the women are unwanted and that they are excluded from the
team.

Multiple examples of such behavior described to us by women firefighters

involved human excrement.
•

Sexually charged atmosphere. Some fire departments across the country tolerate a
“fraternity house” atmosphere in fire stations where, for example, pornography is
displayed, and sexual comments and gestures are routinely interjected where they are
irrelevant.
I have not studied the FDNY specifically, and therefore I leave it to others 8 to discuss the

presence or absence of such issues in New York City. But the important point of this discussion
is not the specific ways in which gender discrimination manifests itself in a particular fire
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See, for example, the film Taking the Heat: The First Women Firefighters in New York City,
described at http://www.pbs.org/independent lens/takingthe heat/film.html. Unfortunately, many
of the issues raised in this portrayal of events in 1982 remain relevant today.
.
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department. Rather, the main point is that, in whatever form gender discrimination manifests
itself, the fire department itself can legitimately be held responsible for it.

How Can the Number of Women Firefighters be Increased?
If FDNY is responsible for the extremely low representation of women among its fire
fighters and fire officers, what can cause the department to make serious, sustained changes?
One possibility is to ignore the situation and await litigation by either public enforcement
agencies (such as the federal Department of Justice) or private litigators. The City has
considerable experience with this approach, especially with regard to racial issues, 9 and from
that experience should be vividly aware of how protracted, painful, expensive, divisive,
disruptive, and demoralizing the process can be. With a shortfall of about 1,800 female FDNY
uniformed employees, 10 a litigator would probably have little trouble establishing a prima facie
case of gender discrimination against the City. Litigation seems not a matter of whether New
York City will be sued but instead simply when.
If the city instead chooses to address these issues proactively, one good place to start
would be with the policies and practices that create the most significant barriers to women’s
success. For example, I understand that concerns have been raised about physical ability
9

United States of America and the Vulcan Society, Inc. et al. v. City of New York et al. (United
States District Court for the Eastern District of New York, 07-cv-2067). This case has been
ongoing for more than six years.
The city also recently spent more than more than seven years and $7 million to settle a
smaller suit alleging sex discrimination in NYFD EMT promotions (“The Kurland Group
Announces Settlement of Discrimination Lawsuit Against the City of New York,” at
http://kurlandandassociates.com/2013/06/17).
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uniformed employees. 1,890 expected female employees – 100 actual female employees = 1,790
“missing” females.
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requirements for Fire Academy graduation which are allegedly un-validated, not job related, and
unrealistically demanding; about an unnecessarily “macho” style of training within the fire
academy; and about deliberately assigning women firefighters to firehouses where they are the
only women and where the firehouse has a history of ostracizing women.
An equally important arena for change will be the overall workplace culture of the
Department. A workplace’s culture is simply the sum of often-unspoken assumptions, shared
values, and standard practices that pervade daily work life – “the way things are done around
here.” Even-handed treatment of women will require employees at all ranks to change outdated
attitudes, drop inaccurate stereotypes, and curb inappropriate behavior. An important starting
place would be to clearly announce that the old “ground rules” tolerating hostile, discriminatory,
and un-collegial treatment of women no longer apply, and then – most importantly -demonstrating consistently and repeatedly through action that the rules have actually changed.
Department management also needs to squelch leaks, rumors, and innuendos that inflame
hostility toward women, including proactively contradicting statements that label actions to
“level the playing field” between men and women as special treatment for women.
Research, as well as practical experience, confirms that such major changes in a
workplace’s culture require sustained effort over at least three to five years. They typically
engender at least some uncomfortable conflict, and they frequently involve at least some changes
in personnel. They certainly will not occur without a strong fire commissioner and other senior
departmental leaders who make these changes a priority, as well as continuing advocacy and
oversight by elected official, including the Mayor and City Council.
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